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DIMITRI JERMAKOFF (St. Petersburg)

CATALOGUE OF THE ARABIC MANUSCRIPTS
IN THE LIBRARY OF TARTU UNIVERSITY
This short publication contains a description of the collection of Arabic manuscripts
held at the Library of Tartu University (Estonia). The collection consists of over 40
items grouped in 27 entries. Two numbers from the library catalogue were omitted: N60 — 2ff. of a Qur'anic text with a parallel translation into Turkish and N- 66 — a
strip of paper with the names of hula fa’ ar-raSidun.
The Catalogue is arranged according to the library catalogue numbers. Each entry
is divided into the following elements:
1. catalogue number
2. title
3. author’s name
4. foliation
5. measurements of the page and written area with the number of lines per page
6. details of paper, hand, ink, illumination and binding
7. description of contents or textual arrangement
8. date
9. palaeographical and codicological data
10. condition, only if bad
11. references (if necessary)

The Incipit is omitted in view of the fact that the manuscripts contain well known
texts. We are also considering the possibility of publishing an album presenting in
detail all MSS from the collection.
The Tartu collection is one of the last European collections still not described in a
proper way. It has not attracted systematic interest.'^W. Fr. Hezel (1754-18^) was the Uj ■

first who started to work with it when he was invited to Tartu (Dorpat) in 1801. His
notes on MSS lb, 2a, 3, 4 and slare preserved and deserve publication.

Hezel's successors did not leave any significant contributions. After World War II
interest in the collection arose from time to time though without any fesults. I can
mention only Dr. V. Lebedev (St. Petersburg) who identified several MSS and
published his conclusions on MS 97. The last person who systematically turned his
attention to the Arabic MSS was the late U. Masing.
The most interesting part of the collection consists of MSS bought by O. Freiherr
von Richter (1792-1816) during his fatal journey to the Middle East. Other MSS were
presented to Tartu University by various persons. It is evident that the history of this
collection deserves closer study which can throw new light on Baltic cultural develop
ment.
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I am greatly indebted to Dr. S. Stadnikov (Tallinn) who inspired me in my work,
Dr. Mare Rand, Head of the Department of Rare Books and Manuscripts, and others
from the library staff who facilitated my short visits to Tartu. The typewritten version
was prepared by me and I. Tikhonova.

DESCRIPTIONS

[............................... ]

Ff. 18; 19,6x14.
On ff. lb, 2a Arabic alphabet in 2 rectangles (10x8, 10,5x8,5) decorated with gold,
blue, red, green and yellow. On ff. 2b-16a combinations of Arabic letters in rectangles
(each divided into 30 squares). On ff. 16b-18a text of "abjad" in golden rectangular
frame (7 lines) decorated with medallions and large golden dots scattered over the field.
European paper. Big vocalised nashl. Black ink. Pc cf
On 2 pp. Hezel's notes dated 27 January 1807f'A-<XC

[2a]
[Sahifat ad-du^a’al-kamila]
Author: Zayn al-^ Abidin. Riwaya of Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Muslim al-Mu{ahhan.
Ff. lb-270a; 4,3x3,3, 2,8x1,8; 9 lines. Fine Oriental paper. Calligraphic miniature nashi
hand. Black ink. Entries, titles of chapters in red. Border in gold. Space between lines
on ff. lb, 2a is covered with gold. ‘■Unwan in gold, blue and red. Original binding is
replaced with red leather binding (of DorpatWniversityTibrary' and dust-jacket. Copied
in Ramadan 1059/1649 by Muhammad Baqilr.
,
54 chapters (bab) on different kinds of appeals (du*^37 to God: short history of the
text (ff. lb- 12a); contents (12a-15b); text of the work related from Muhammad b. ‘■AH
to hairfat al-Mutawakkil through Ja^far a§-$adiq and presented in transmission of alMutahharl (15b-245a). ‘^Unwan, colophon.
Additional material (mulhaq) from Zayn al-‘Abidin containing 15 prayers (ff. 247a2701^); pari of "a^-$ahifa al-kamila”.
,
Full description by Hezel in MS 2b^ /
'

"

H 371.0

[3]

al-Qur’an
Ff. 01-i-&0^; 19,8x15,5, 15x9; 15 lines. Laid paper, watermark "Trelune". Medium size
nashl. Black ink. Sura titles, pause signs, frame (15,8x9,3) in red ink. ‘Unwan on ff.
lb-2a in green, gold and red. Red E^opean binding Gf Dorpat]University library.
On f. 01b a note stating that the MS was presented to the University library by General
von Knorring in March 1804. Description of Hezel on two pages dated 1807.
Restoration of text on ff. 254b and 255a. Damp spots.
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Muqaddimat al-adab fi lugat al-furs wa-l-^arab
Ff. 48+001; 17,2x12,7, 13,5x9,3; 11 lines. Oriental paper. Accurate nashi, Persian
translation in small nastaHiq. Black ink. Chapter titles as well as Persian translation
and apparatus in red ink"fi&?ropean binding^^

Abridged version of az-Zamah§arT's "al-Muqaddima" containing 5 parts {aqsani): c f
1. Fi-l-asma’
2. Fi-l-af'al
3. Fi-I-huruf

4. R tasrif al-asma’
5. R tasrif al-af‘al

Each part is divided into chapters (abwab) and paragraphs (fa^I) with 88 entries. No
date. Arabic foliation, European foliation (mistake on f. 24), collation notes. On f.
001b bayt in Persian. On title pa^e^owners^ menwranda in Latin and German. 3 ff.
with Hezel's^fio^Ai^c'ursive Gothic, iS'^p spots, signs of restoration.
; Q
■

'^Fo’ChaZ'X
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>
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[a I-Ama II]

Author; [S^aj ad-dfn al-U§i].
Ff. 4 (58b-61a); 19,1x14, 14,5x9,8; 13 lines. European laid paper. Nash! close to
nastaGiq. Black ink. ‘Unwan with black ink. Text is arranged in two columns divided
with a red line. Copied by Mustafa b. Sayh Husayn Efendf Limni in Du-l-Hijja 1152/
1730 at JazTrat Limna. Vocalisation, catchwords, colophon.
Publication of text, translation and analysis: P. Bohlen. Carmen Arabicum Amali
dictum. Sylloge XVI Dissertationum Orientalium. Regimonti, 1825, N- 12.
[7]
J
al-Qur’an
Ff. 34^ (lb-344a) + 002; 16,5x10,5, 11,5x6,5; 11 lines. European laid paper, counter
mark DE. Small neat nashl. Black and red ink. On ff. lb, 2a ‘unwan in green, light
blue and orange. Frame with red ink. Oriental binding (flap is missing). No date. On
title page owners’ inscription in Turkic and Arabic dated 1200/1785-86. Few marginal
corrections of the text with different hand and ink. On ff. 344b and 001b "waqf. On
f. 002b 2 bayts in Turkic. On f. 002a two round and one oval seal (all three repeated
on f. 002b). Arabic foliation.

83 ff. (lb-83b); 11x8, 7,2x4; 7 lines. Thick laid paper, patterned watermark (details).
Nashl. Black and red ink. Green leather binding with flap.
MS contains 11 suras of al-Qur'an (ff. 2b-38b); on ff. 38b-82b different types of
prayers and addresses to God in Arabic and Turkic (ff. 81 b-82b). No date. Probably
. XIX century. Several titles and subtitles in Turkic. Catchwords. Note by Hezel (one
page).

'

J
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[65]

C<^xA<tc.-A3

[............. ]
Ff. 01+118+001; 16x10,5, 9,6x5,7; 9 lines. Laid paper. Nashi. Black ink, several key
words in red. ‘■Unwan in gold, blue, red, lilac and rose. Text framed in golden
border. On ff. lb-2a space between lines is filled with dashes in gold. Pause signs and
insets for last words of every sura in gold. On ff. 115b, 116a and 117b inscriptions in
Turkish in circles on golden fields. F. 118a covered with gold, in the middle of the
i^ocKjLA-OMUti' panel inscription in Turkish. Brown leather gold-stamped binding, flap is missing.
contains final suras of the Qur'an starting with "al-Mala'ika" and "Ya Sin". From
f. 92b prayers and appeals (du^a’) in Arabic and Turkish.
On f. Ola inscription "Sahib al-Hajji Husayn Bek. Catchwords. MS was presented by
Rev. Sederholm, pastor of Evangelic Church in Kharkov, / b
.

[70]

<1>
[............................... ]
Ff. 30 (lb-30b); 16,4x11, 11,4x6,3; 13 lines. Laid European paper, watermark
"Crown" and countermark PSERR... Nashi. Black ink, overlinings in red.
Short treaty on rules of prayer (^alat). Copied in 975/1567-68. Foliation, im
provements of the text on margins.
<2>
[al-Amalr]
'• -h Author: [S^aj ad-din al-USi].
Ff. 32b-37a, 16,4x11, 12x6,5; 14 lines. European laid paper. Nashi. Black ink. One
border line in red ink dividing text in two columns. Full text. Space left for ‘unwan,
colophon. Vocalisation, foliation.
<3>
Kitab fiqh al-akbar
Author: Abu Hanifa.
Ff. 38b-48a.
<4>
Wasiyat Na meh
Author: Abu Hanifa.
Ff. 48a-53b.
Full texts of al-Fiqh al~akbar and Kitab al-wa$iya of Abu Hanifa written by one
hand.
16,4x11, 9,5x6,4; 11 lines. Laid paper. Medium size nashi. Black ink. Titles and
rubrication in red ink. Colophon, occasional improvements of text on margins,
foliation.

F. 54a.
A short text on rules of divorce (talaq) in Turkic.
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<6>
Ff. 54b-65; 16,4x11, 10,8x7,5; 11 lines. White laid European paper, watermark
"Lion". Nashi. Black ink.
Short eschatological treaty.
<7>
Kitab fiqh
Author: Kaydani [Lutfallah an-Nasafi al-Kaydani] (d. in 750/1349).
Ff. 66b-73a; 16,4x11, 14,5x9,4; 11 lines. White laid paper of bad quality. Nashi.
Black ink. Title and 6 chapter headings in faded red ink.
Fragment of Hula^at a7-Kaydanf without end.
On ff. 001 and 73b prayers in Arabic and Turkic. Colophon supplied with short text in
praise of copyist in Turkic, Occasional improvements of the text. Foliation. On f. 001b
"magic circle"(?). MS is bound in hard Oriental paperback.

[Kitab al-fatawa]
Author: Qadi Han [al-Hasan b. Mansur b. Mahmud al-Uzjandi](^c/ <
5^Zu
’
Ff. 03+37\+004; 27,4x17, 25x11,1; 35 lines. Laid Oriental paper. Small neat nashi.
Black and red ink (overlinings, key words and phrases, titles of chapters and para
graphs). Dark brown leather binding with one big medallion in centre, flap is missing.
Date 970/1562-63. Hand of Gadanfar b. ‘^Abd al-AHa. On ff. 01b-03b fihris of later
origin. On f. Ola name of the author, 4 owners’ notes (one dated 1017/1608-09). Foli
ation, catchwords. 2 seals on f. 003b. On f. 372b short note on contents of MS in
French.
/>»
. //
, hp.
\

■35”/
[5/raf ^Antar]
Part of Sirat ^Antar in
volumes. Richter collectionXMS consists of old basic text
partly destroyed and later supplied with missing ff. by different persons. The ten
volumes represent integral text without lacunae.
7 3,,
49 ff. (la-49b); 25x15,7, 20x15; 22 lines. Rough laid thick paper. Clumsy nashi. At
least 3 different hands. Black ink. Yellow paperback smaller than paper size. Arabic
foliation on every 5th and 10th f., catchwords.
<II>
Ff. 66; 26x15, 16x12,5; 13 lines. Clumsy nashi. Faded black and red ink. Every part
is introduced with the words "Qala aI-A$ma^f ya sada..." and ends with the phrase
"...ba^d alf,salat ^ala Muhammad an-nabi ar-rasul". On upper cover inscription in
Hebrew. Arabic pagination, catchwords.
<III>
Ff. 90 (la-90a); 20,8x15, 18x12,5; 18 lines. Clumsy nashi (at least 3 hands). Faded
black ink. Parts are introduced with words "ana wa antum nu^alli ^ala Muhammad
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an-nabi ar-rasul..." and "qala al-A^ma*^! ya sada...". Catchwords.

Ff. 1^0 (la-130a); 21,2x15,5, 17,5x12; 18 lines. Ff. 1 and 130 are of later origin.
From f. 2a original foliation (basic codex) and new foliation up to f. 72. Catchwords.
On f. 79a an octagonal seal.
oa. cU
<v>

Ff. 106; 21,2x15 and 25x15; text on ff. la-34a 15x10,5; 21 lines; on ff. 35a-106b
15,5x10,5; 19-20 lines. Thick Oriental laid paper without watermark. Ff. la-39a good
distinct nashi. Black ink, key words and pause signs in red. Ff. 35a-106b clumsy
nashl. Faded black and red ink. This volume contains one part in two hands. Catch
words and foliation from f. 35 (after f. 39 mistake in foliation).
<V1>
Ff. 87; 21,3x15,5, f. 1 19x12,3; 26 lines. Cursive nashi. Ff. 2-50a 15,5x11; 20 lines.
Clumsy nashl. F. 40 17x11; 17 lines. Naskhi. Ff. 50b-87b 16,8x11,5; 14 lines. Large
nashl. Faded black and red ink. Integral text (missing ff. added later) on thick Oriental
paper with foliation continued from vol. V. Catchwords.
5“
Ff. 7\(ff. l-8b part of vol.VI). Text on ff. 9a-74b 18x11,5; 16 lines. Text on f. 10
17x12,5; 17 lines. Text on f. 65 19,3x12,3; 18 lines. Cursive nashi (at least 4 hands).
Faded black and red ink. Thick Oriental paper. Integral text, missing ff. 10, F9, 6§jare
added later. Catchwords. Foliation continued from vol. VI. On inside of upper cover
inscription in Hebrew.
<VI1I>
Ff. 17^ 9 different hands: 1-43, 44-49, 50-51, 52-59b, 59b-62a, 62a-163 (107-108

of later origin), 164-176b, 177a-178b (hand similar to f. 1 and 130 in vol. IV). Nashi.
Faded black and red ink. Different kinds of laid thick paper. Arrangement similar to
vol. VI and VII. Ff. 1-43 foliation. From f. 5^ starts new foliation.

Ff. 59,. Ff. 1-4, 10-11, 15-18 additions of later origin. Ff. 5-9 and 12-14 parts of
basic codex with original pagination starting with "f. 192". Ff. 19-59 part of later
origin. Nashi (at least 3 hands). Ff. 1-18 faded black and red ink. Ff. 19-59 intense
black and red ink. Measurements of basic codex parts: ff. 5-9, 12-14 (nashi twisted to
the right) 18,3x13,5; 21 lines. Ff. 19-59 (good small distinct nashi); 15,5x10,2; 19
lines. Text organisation similar to previous volumes. Catchwords. Remnants of original
pagination. On ff. 19-59 separate pagination. On f. 58a "Star of David".
I..

<X>

1

C/v k\ t-A f /

tzj,

Ff. 0UU9-I-001; 15x10,5. Text: ff. 1-60 12,2x7,2; 16 lines / ff. 61-102 12,5x8,5; 15
lines / ff. 103-118 12,3x8,8; 15 lines. Nashi (at least 3 different hands). White laid pa
per (ff. 1-60). Patterned watermark, countermark "BP". Brown laid paper (ff. 61-118).
Part of the text (ff. 1-60) ends with colophon. Copied in Rabi‘S II 1062/1651-52. Hand
of ‘Ali ar-Rumi *Uthman(?) al-Halwati who served as "al-muwaqqit" in madrasa
"al-Barquqiya" (Egypt). On f. 119b catchword indicating existence of adjoining part.

' r
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[102]
Diwan
Author: Baha’ ad-dIn Abu-l-Fadl Zuhayr b. as-$ahib Muhammad b. a§-Sahib *^Ali alMuhallabr as-Salihi al-MisrI al-Azdl.
Ff. 01+200+001; 20x13,8, 13,3x8; 19 lines. European laid paper. Watermark "Crown
with flower and crescent", countermark "RA". Nashi. Black ink. Verse headings in
red. Leather blind-stamped brown binding with flap. Copied in Rabi*^ II 1040/1630-31.
Text is arranged in two columns. On f. la title of the book in black and red ink,
inscriptions of former owners (among them ‘^Uthman al-^^Umri and Hajji Mustafa
Efendi Halil). On f. lb over the text a note in red ink about transaction of buying the
book by ‘^Uthman al-’^Umri ‘^Ali Efendi al-*-Umri dated 1150/1737-38. On f. 200b
bayt in Arabic. On f. 001a notes on study of the book dated 1099/1687-88 and
1151/1738-39. On f. 001b bayt in Arabic and other inscriptions. Seals: on f. Ola oval
seal under the title; on f. 01b oval seal in right upper corner; another oval seal and
small oval seal with word "Muhammad" (both over the text).

[103]
<I>
Kitab at-tajrid
Author: Wahdi Efendi [Ibrahim b. Mu§tafa] (d. in 1126/1714).
Ff. 55; 27x15, 14,5x7,5; 23 lines. Thin yellowish laid paper. Small neat nashi. Black
ink, rubrication, overlinings in red ink.
Abridged version of Ibn Hallikan's "Wafayat al-a'^yan". Text is arranged according
to alphabetical order.
Copied in 1121/1709 by hatib of Jami‘S a§-Sayh ‘^Ilwan in Hama Muhammad alHamawi. Place: Halab.
On margins an apparatus (entry-letter, index of names), several notes by different
hands. Foliation. No colophon. On edge of MS "Muntahab Ibn Hallikan".
<II>
Kitab at-taqyid wa-l-i$Iah H-ma utliqa aw ugliqa min kitab a$-$alah
Author: ‘^Abd ar-Rahim b. al-Husayn al-Hraqi (d. in 806/1404).
>
7 Ff. 38 (56b-9^a); 27x15, 15,5x9; 21 lines. Laid paper, patterned watermark (details).

Cursive nashi. Black and red ink (rubrication).
Commentary on Ibn a§-$alah's "Muqaddima fi '^ulum al-hadith" known .also as "atTaqyid (tanqid) wa-l-i$lah li-ma utliqa wa-ngalaqa min kitab Ibn a$-$alah" Probably
XVIII century. Sheets are numbered, foliation. 2-3 collation marginal notes. No
colophon. MS is bound in Oriental hard paperback of bright colour with flap. On
inside of upper cover ex libris etiquette of Richter.

7
*
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[ 104 ]
[............................... ]

Au±or: ?
Ff. 154+004 (lb-154a); 22,2x12,5, 16x7,4; 19 lines. Laid paper (patterned watermark),
blue paper, local Oriental brown paper. Nashi. Black and red ink. Un wan in gold,
blue, red and green. On ff. lb-2a gold frame, on other ff. frame in red ink. Colophon.
Some pages are decorated with floral ornament. Gold-stamped leather binding in poor
condition.
15 chapters containing history of the Prophets, Umayyad and *-Abbasid rulers,
anecdotes about Qadis and other stories of literary (adab) character. On ff. 154a-004b
text attributed to *^Ali al-‘^Usayli (this name is also mentioned in marginal note on f.
3a). Copied in Rabi*^ I 1096/1684-85. Marginal notes, additions, corrections of the
/I
text. CatchwordsALeaves loose, unbound. Lacunae after f. 7. ,
A
[106]
Kitab tamam al-mutun ff Sarh risalat Ibn Zaydun
Author: $alah ad-dln Halil b. Aybak a§-$afadr.
Ff. 01+165+001; 20,2x14,8, 15x10,5; 23 lines. Laid thick paper. Watermark: "Anchor"
and countermark RA. Nashi. Black ink. Rubrication, pause marks, introductory words
and phrases, parts of text in red ink. Title on ff. 164b, 165a with black ink. Green
paper binding imitating original (with flap).
Commentary on "Kitab tamam al-mutun" of Ibn Zaydun by Salah ad-din b. Aybak
a§-$afadi (risala addressed to Ibn Jumhur). ‘^Unwan. Copied in 1025/1616 by ‘■Ali b.
Muhammad b. Muhammad a§-[?] in Egypt.
On f. 01 bill with list of 7 MSS (titles and prices). On front page 10 notes of former
owners, some of them dated (1063/1651-52, 1077/1666-67, 1109/1697-98, 1112/
1700-01). Qustanjiniya is mentioned. Oval seal with the name of ‘^Abd al-Qadir. Col
lation remarks, variant readings and improvements of the text on margins with black
and red ink. On f. 165b 7 bayts in praise of plants (ff madh an-nabat). On f. 001a
verses (some attributed to al-*^Ukbari and Mansur at-Tamimi). On f. 001b note on
superiority offalsafa. Catchwords, sheet numbers (16 full sheets and a half, 5 ff.).
/Az
GOx'Cx
[107]
Sarh qa$Tdat Ibn al-Farid
Author: [Muhammad b. Muhammad as-Sa’^’^af].
Ff. 01 + 127+001; 18,5x13,8, 14,3x11,4; 15 lines. Thick wove paper. Nashi of medium
size. Black and red ink (overlinings, commented verses, pause signs). Original hard
paper binding with flap.
Commentary on "Nazm ad-duraf. No date. Colophon without any data. Collation
marks on margins. On title page 2 owners’ remarks (one dated 1165/1751-52), on f.
127a remark on reading dated 1169/1755-56. Lacunae after ff. 6b and 65b. Ex libris
etiquette of Richter.
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[109]

Sarh al-Andalusiya fi ^ilmay al-^arud wad-qafiya
Author: ‘^Abd al-Muhsin al-Qay§arT (d. in 761/1360).
Ff. l-48b.
<2>
al-Hada’iq al-insiya fi kaSf haqa’iq al-Andalusiya
Author: Muhammad b. Ibrahim b. Yusuf at-Tadifi known as Ibn al-Hanbali (d. in
971/1563).
Ff. 50b-96b.
<3>
Qa^idat al-musamma bi-Tiraz al-hulla
Probably "Tiraz al-hulla wa-Sifa’ al-^illa" by Ahmad b. Yusuf (see GAL, II, 14/4),
commentary on ''al-HuIla” of Sams ad-din Abu "^Abdallah Muhammad b. Jabir alHawwari al-Andalusi (d. in 780/1378).
Ff. 97b-105a.-------Ff. 10(5+009; 17,2x13. N- 1 11,3x8; 16 lines and 10,2x7,8; 15 lines. N- 2 13,4x9,3;
21 lines. N- 3 14,3x11,2; 22 lines. Laid and thick Oriental paper. Different types of
nashi (medium and small). Black and red ink. On f. la full title of Sarh in black and
red. On f. lb over the text the same title in g^l^^^^e^improvements of the text. On
f. la owners’ memoranda. Catchwords. Hard pap^r^lmding. N- 2 is copied by

Ahmad b. Ahmad b. Hamza al-Ansari aS-Safi^^i. N- 3 is copied by Ahmad... in Rajab

[Dfwan]
Author: JabraTl ar-Rahib al-Lubnani [JabraTl b. Farhat] (d. in 1732).
Ff. 13^(X)1; 20,4x15,3, 15,5x7,6; 19 lines. European laid paper. Watermark "Tre

lune", on front fly leaf countermark "EGA". Good medium size nashi. Black ink.
Chapter headings, key words, rubrication in red. Red leather binding without flap,
richly decorated.
yDiwan arranged in 29 chapters dated from 1694 to 1720 A.D. Copied by Yusuf, son
of a priest Miha’il as-Sajati. Title of the work is mentioned in colophon. No marginal

<1>
[HaSiya fi ^ilm al-fiqh]
Author: Hatib-zadeh [Muhammad b. Ibrahim-zadeh ar-Rumi].
Ff. 63 (lb-6^a); 25x16,8, 18x10,2; 19 lines. Oriental brown glazed pap^^f good
quality. Neat taHiq. Black and red ink. On f. lb ^unwan in gold, blue, green.'On ff.
lb-2a frame in gold, from 2b border in red ink.
Treaty on ablution and other rules of purity. No date. Probably XVIII cent. Place:
Central Asia. Text is divided into chapters (bad). Rubrication on margins. Some
marginal notes. On f. la title of HaSiya in cursive script. 3 oval seals: two of them
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tugras. On one text runs as follows: "Mutahhar a§-Sayh ... Fayd a§-Salih". Colophon
on I63a without data. Catchwords.
<2>
HaSiya li-haSiyat Sarh...as-Sayyid aS-Sanf ft usul al-fiqh
Author: Hatib-zadeh.
Ff. 14 (64b-77b), text 18x11; 23 lines. Small ta'-liq. Black ink. Text in red frame. On
f. Ma red border, down page inset with title of the book "HaSiyat ‘■ala-s-Sayyid aSSarlf ‘^ala Sarh al-Muhta§ar Ibn al-Hajib".
Commentary on al-*^Adudrya of al-Jutjanl. No date. Central Asia. One marginal note.
Catchwords. MS is bound in brown blind gold-stamped leather binding without flap.

[111b]
[al-Kafiya]

Ff. lb-14b.

<2>
al-I^rab wa bahjat al-adab
Author: [Abu Muhammad al-Qasim al-HarTri]
Ff. 15a-33a.
Kitab al-lubab al-mugni ^an al-hifz wa-l-kitab
Author: [’^Umar b. Badr b. Sa’^Id al-Hanafi al-Maw§ilT] (d. in 622/1225).
Ff. 33b-43a.-------Ff. 43 (lb-43a); 20x14,3, 14,7x7,2; 19 lines. European laid paper, watermark "Crown
with Star". Nashi. Black ink. Pause signs, rubrication on margins, explanations be
tween lines in red ink. Red leather blind-stamped binding with flap. Copied in
1087/1676-77 by Abdallah b. al-Haji Muhammad b. al-Qadi.
of

[112]
[Muqaddima]
Author: Muhammad b. al-Jawzi aS-Safi^^i.
Ff. 5 (lb-5aj; 20x14, 16x10,2; 15 lines. Laid paper of poor quality. Nashi hand. Black
ink, pause signs in red. The collection is bound in grey paper, binding decorated with
faded ornament. On ff. la and 5b traces of writing exercises. Damp spots.
In the same cover is another MS with torn off leather binding containing 8 short
treatises:
Ff. ^24b Treatise on ^ilm al-Iu^a.
Ff. 24b-39a Short theological risala without title.
Ff. 39b-43a [Mas’alat al-ijtihad] attributed to al-FanarT.
Ff. 43b-45b Short treatise on al-musawat.
Ff. 46a-50a Fiqh.
Ff. 50b-55b Risala on principles of taxation of Christian churches in Turkey.
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Ff. 55b-58b Mas'ala on divorce.
Ff. 58b-93 Extracts from "al-Hidaya" (Bab al-wikala and Kitab al-bay^). Text is
not finished, 5 ff. left blank.
Ff. 93-1-005; 21x13,3, 14x6,8; 15 lines. Thick glazed laid paper, watermark "Anchor".
Small and medium size neat nashi (two hands). Some marginal notes in nashi close to
nasta*^liq. Black ink. Overlinings, key words, chapter titles, several marginal notes,
pause signs in red. In left upper comer of f. la and 2a inscriptions by former owners.
Some pages are
/n

[159]
Ff. 108-1-001; 15x9,5, 8x4,1; 9 lines. Ivory-glazed laid paper, patterned watermark
(indistinct). Neat nashi. Black ink, overlinings and pause signs in red. ^Unwan in
gold, blue, white, red and lilac. Space between lines on ff. lb-2a filled with gold
dashes. Pause signs, insets for sura and chapter titles in gold. Gold frame. On ff. 85b88a names and epithets of Muhammad, Abu Bakr, '^Umar, ‘^Uthman and ‘^Ali on gold^^cur;^
panels covered with ornament in blue, rose, red and white. Green-stampedj/richly

decorated brown leather binding in silver frame with flap. Dust jacket of later origin.
MS begins with suras "al-Mala’ika" and "Ya Sin" followed by final suras. On f. 66a
"al-Fatiha". On f. 83b-84b al-asma’ al-busna in frame divided into squares. On ff.
101a-103b sayings attributed to Ibn Arabi and Muhammad al-Mahdi in Turkish.
Prayers and appeals to God (contents somewhat similar to MS 65). Catchwords.
On inner side of the cover short history of MS in Gothic stating th^ it^wal^Stained by
premier-major Friedrich Johann Baron von Fersen and brought to Doqiat by {ns
father Carl Gustav Baron von Fersen^ 1828,^4’/»c

[163]
[aJ-Qur’an]
Ff. 373 (lb-373a •+• 003, front fly leaf); 20,2x14,2, 15,4x9,2; 13 lines. Thick glazed
laid paper, 3 watermarks (indistinct). Large nashi. Black ink, pause signs, sura titles
mbrication on margins in red ink. Good brown leather blind-stamped binding with
flap.
On ff. 320-329, 342-347, 350-373a no pause signs or mbrication on margins. Some
marginal corrections. On inner side of upper cover ex libris etiquette of M. Silvestre de
Sacy. In left upper comer of fly leaf (a) inscription "R. Henzi".

al-Quran
Ff. 303; 18,2x11,5, 12,7x7,1; 15 lines. Fine yellow glazed laid paper, patterned water
mark (unidentified). Small calligraphic nashi hand. Black and red ink. Richly decorat
ed: ^unwan (repeated on ff. lb, 2a), border, pause signs, settings for sura titles in
gold, from f. 12a onward on every 12th fol. "suspended" medallion of round or
conical form. Brown leather binding (flap is missing) with gold-stamped comer pieces,

-
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3 medallions and frame in gold.
[184]
[al-Qur’Sn]
Ff. 2^4 (lb-2-via); 28,3x19,5, 23,7x15; 15 lines. Thick white laid paper. Large nashi,
sura titles, pause signs, marginal rubrication in red, as well as border framing the text.
Brown leather blind-stamped binding with flap. No date. Catchwords. Beginning and
end of the text added later. Damp spots. Signs of,restofation.
PxtSOr/tc/
da .
V,
rI<S^33-,
[298]
Kitab at-TaIhi$
Author: Mas^^ud b. Tmar known as Sa'^d at-Taftazani [Sa^^d ad-din Mas*^ud b.
*-Umar at-Taftazani, d. in 792/1390]
Ff. 02-1-83+002; 29,2x17; 19,7x9,3; 28 lines. White European laid paper. Countermark:
DE...RRARI, watermark "Crown", countermark GB. Small nashi. Black ink. Over
linings, key words, chapter titles and rubrication in red. Black blind-stamped leather
binding without flap. Pa/oof
r
f i /S’

Tract on eloquence "Muhtasar al-ma^ani".
Copied by Jalal ad-din, 17 Rabi‘S II 1229/1813-14.
Title is given in colophon, name of the author in the beginning of the text. Marginal
notes everywhere. Rubrication in red on margins. On f. 83b "Qa^Tdat li-majnun" and
other verses dated 1229/1813-14. Catchwords. Under colophon small oval seal.
[305 ]
Sarh ta^iif
Author: Mas^ud b. ^Umar at-Taftazani.
Ff. 69 (lb-69a); 20,3x14,7, 14x7,1; 17 lines. White laid paper. Watermark "Standing
lion" dated 1818. Small nashi. Black ink. Black leather binding without flap.
Commentary of at-Taftazani on treatise of az-Zanjani. Copied in 1234/1818-19^
Title is written on f. la in upper left corner and repeated over the text on f. if"with red

ink. On f. la owners’ inscriptions. Marginal corrections and notes. Between lines
translation of terms and words into Persian. Catchwords. On f. 69b oval and square
seals. Poor condition: leaves loose and unbound, damp spots. Lacunae after f. 50.
INDEXES
Titles
al-Amali 6,70/2
Diwan 102, 110
al-Fatawa 79
Fiqh 7
Fiqh al-akbar 70/3
al-Hada’iq al-inslya fi kaSf haqa’iq al-AndalusIya 109/2
HaSiya fi Him al-fiqh 11 la/1
HaSiya li-haSiyat Sarh ... as-Sayyid aS-SarIf fl u$Ql al-fiqh 11 la/2
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al-Hidaya 112
al- Prab wa bahjat al-adab 11 lb/2
al-Kafiya lllb/1
al-Lubab al-mugni ‘^an al-hifz wa-l-kitab lllb/3
Mas’alat al-ijtihad 112
Muqaddima 112
Muqaddimat al-adab fl lugat al-furs wa-l-'^arab 4
Qasidat al-musamma bi-Tiraz al-hulla 109/3
al-Qur’an 3, 7, 163, 164, 184
$ahlfatad-du‘a’al-k^ila 2a
Sarh al-AndalusTya fl ‘ilmay al-'arud wa-l-qafiya 109/1
Sarh qa§idat Ibn al-Farid 107
Sarh tasrif 305
at-Tajiid 103/1
at-Tall)is 298
Tamam al-mutun fl Sarh risalat Ibn Zaydun 106
at-Taqyid wa-l-islah li-ma utliqa aw ugliqa min kitab as-$alah 103/2
Wasiyat Nameh 70/4

f

Authors

ff

‘Abd al-Muhsin al-Qaysarl 109/1
‘Abd ar-RahIm b. al-Husayn al-‘Iraqi 103/2
Abu Hanifa 70/3,4
‘AU al-‘UsaylI 104
al-Fanari 112
al-Haiiii 111/2
yapb-zadeh 11 la/1
Ibn al-Hanball, see Muhammad... at-Tadifl
Jabrall ar-Rahib al-LubnanI 110
al-Kaydaru 7
al-Muhallabi 102
Muhammad b. Ibrahim b. Yusuf at-Tadifl 109/2
Muhammad b. al-JawzI aS-Safi‘I 112
Muhammad b. Muhammad as-Sa“af 107
Qadl Han 79
Salah ad-din yalll b. Aybak as-$afadl 106
Sjkrraj ad-dIn al-USi 6
tti
Sams ad-dIn Abu ‘Abdallah Muhammad b. Jabir al-Hawwaii al-AndalusI 109/3
at-TaftazanI 298,305
‘Umar b. Badr b. Sa‘Id al-Hanafl al-Mawsill 111 b/3
Wahdi Efendi [Ibrahim b. Mustafa] 103/1
az-Zama[iSari 4
Zayn al-‘Abidin 2a

,

5

‘
!

Copyists
‘Abdallah b. al-Hajj Muhammad b. al-Qadl 111b
Ahmad b. Ahmad b. Hamza al-Ansari aS-Safi‘i 109/2
‘All b. Muhammad b. Muhammad aS-[ ? ] 106
Gadanfar b. ‘Abd al-A‘la 79
Muhammad Baqir 2a
Muhammad al-Hamawi 103/1
Mustafa b. Sayb Husayn Efendi Limni 6
Yusuf as-Sajati 110
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52.
53.
54.
55.

56.
57.

58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

64.

— O. Salmi An outline of the historical phonology of the dialect of Chengguan, in Linxian, Henan.
— T. Harviainen $§l§ah in Sam. 10:2. — H. Halen A bibliographical survey of the publishing
activities of the Turkic minority in Finland. — S. Kho Korean studies in Russia, 1677-1930. — N.
Sims-Williams & H. Halen The Middle Iranian fragments in Sogdian script from the Manner
heim Collection. — T. Harviainen An Aramaic incantation bowl from Borsippa. Appendix: A
cryptographic bowl text or an original fake? — Reviews. 150,- (Separately 15,- each)
1982. 267 p. R. Gothoni Modes of life of Theravada monks. A case study of Buddhist monasti
cism in Sri Lanka. 150,
1982. 275 p. P. Nikkila Early Confucianism and inherited thought in the light of some key terms
of the Confucian Analects, I. The terms of Shu Ching and Shih Ching. 150,
1983. XLI + 167 p. The Offspring of Fatima. Dispersal and ramification. Edited and with an introduc
tion by Kaj Ohrnberg. 200,
1984. 562 p. Studia Orientalia memoriae Jussi Aro dedicata. — Jussi Aro 1928-1983. By
Heikki Palva. — Bibliography of Professor Jussi Aro's publications. Compiled by H. Halen. —
I. Karki Die sumerischen und akkadischen Kdnigsinschriften der altbabylonischen Zeit, II. Babylon.
— T. Harviainen Diglossia in Jewish Eastern Aramaic. — G.W. Ahlstrbm An archaeological
picture of Iron Age religions in Ancient Palestine. — W. von Soden Reflektierte und konstruierte
Mythen in Babylonien und Assyrien. — H.D. Gaiter Die Zerstorung Babyions durch Sanherib. —
E. Reiner Damqam-inim revisited. — S. Parpola Likalka ittatakku. Two notes on the
morphology of the verb alaku in Neo-Assyrian. — IJ. Gelb The inscription of Jibbit-Lim, king of
Ebla. — R. Holthoer Tomb of Kheteti at Kdm es-Sultan. — D.O. Edzard "Ursemitisch" *bu'a,
*§ra? — J.C. Greenfield ana urduti kabasu =
IDDD. — T. Harviainen Hushai the
Archite, a gentile in the King's court (2 Sam. 16:18-19, 17:7-16). — I. Soisalon-Soininen Die
Auslassung des Possessivpronomens im griechischen Pentateuch. — K. Ohrnberg Mariya alqibtiyya unveiled. — J. Hameen-Anttila The prothetic vowel (wasla) in Classical Arabic —
J. Retso Middle Arabic in a Coptic-Arabic manuscript in the "Rdhsska Konstsldjdmuseet",
GOteborg, Sweden. — H. Shehadeh Oj = "ID A non-Moslem Arabic word. — H. Palva A general
classification for the Arabic dialects spoken in Palestine and Transjordan. — H. Palva Further notes
on the descriptive imperative of narrative style in Spoken Arabic. — K. Eksell On participle con
structions with n-element in some Arabic dialects. — P. Aalto Indus script and Dravidian. — A.
Parpola On the Jaimimya and Vadhula traditions of South India and the Pandu/Pandava problem. —
B. Tikkanen On the tense value, functions and forms of the Sanskrit gerund. — K. Karttunen
From the early days of Finnish Indology. Metrical translations from the Rigveda by Otto Donner. —
O. Kantokorpi Ivar Lassy and his adventures in the Land of Eternal Fires. — Book reviews. 200,(Separately 15,- each)
1984. XIV -h 318 p. A. Hurskainen Cattle and culture. The structure of a pastoral Parakuyo society.
150,
1985. 216 p. + 25 pl. A. Parpola The Sky-Garment. A study of the Harappan religion and its
relation to the Mesopotamian and later Indian religions. 150,
1986. XEX + 158 p. I. Karki Die Konigsinschriften der dritten Dynastie von Ur. 150,
1987. 260 p. Studies in Altaic and comparative philology. A collection of Professor Pentti Aalto's
essays in honour of his 70th birthday. 150,
1987. X + 343 p. Ibn Sayyar al-Warraq Kitab al-tabikh. Edited by Kaj Ohrnberg and Sahban
Mroueh. 200,
1987. 262 p. Songmoo Kho Koreans in Soviet Central Asia. 150,
1987. VI + 378 p. B. Tikkanen The Sanskrit gerund: A synchronic, diachronic and typological
study. 200,
1988. XVI ■+• 330 p. W. Howard The decipherment of the Samavedic notation of the Jaiminlyas.
200,
1988. 415 p. E. Grothe-Paulin Der agyptische Sarg in Helsinki. — T. Harviainen Why were
the sailors not afraid of the LORD before verse Jonah 1,10? — M. G. Cox Augustine, Jerome,
Tyconius and the Lingua Punica. — K. Ratsep The Apostle Thomas in Christian tradition. — I.
Perho The use of the Koran and the Sunna in the medicine of the Prophet. — K. Yrttiaho Texts
from Arabia Petraea in the dialect of the semi-nomadic an-N‘emat tribe of the Shara Mountains
(Jordan). — J. Hameen-Anttila Sa'di - a misogynist? — K. Karttunen Expedition to the End
of the World. An ethnographic TOKO^ in Herodotus. — P. Aalto On the development of Indian
religions as reflected by non-religious literature. — A. Parpola The coming of the Aryans to Iran and
India and the cultural and ethnic identity of the Dasas. — B. Tikkanen On Burushaski and other
ancient substrata in northwestern South Asia. — H. Halen Addenda to the Handbook of Oriental
Collections in Finland: Turcica, Arabica, Persica and Caucasica. — J. Janhunen Preliminary notes
on the phonology of Modem Bargut. — B. Lerbaek Pedersen Qing Dynasty statues of the Three
Gods of Happiness. — Book reviews. 200,- ( Separately 15-30,- each)

65. 1989. VI + 295 p. K. Karttunen India in early Greek literature. 150,
66. 1989. 143+50 p. ‘All Nida al-Barrani’s Asna 1-matalib li-hidayat at-talib. A nineteenth century gram
matical commentary on shaykh ash-Shubrawl’s (d. 1758) Risala. Ed. by J. Hameen-Anttila. 150,
67. 1991. 245 p. J. Hameen-Anttila 'We will tell you the best of stories’. A study on Surah XII. — J.
Hameen-Anttila A note on the ‘En ‘Avdat inscription. — D. Jermakoff Catalogue of the Arabic
manuscripts in the Library of Tartu University. — V. Lebedev Unresearched sources of Yemenite
Arabic. — H. Palva The form
in Bedouin narrative style. — B. Tikkanen A Burushaski folk
tale, transcribed and translated: The frog as a bride, or. The three princes and the fairy princess Salaasir.
— P. Aalto Georg Carl von DObeln's glossary of his Indian diary. — K. Karttunen Herman
Kellgren: A bibliography. — H. Halen Die uigurischen Mannerheim-Fragmente (2).— H. Halen
Some Kalmuk notes by G. J. Ramstedt. — Book reviews. 150,-
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Ff. 48+001; 17,2x12,7, 13,5x9,3; 11 lines.
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landische Literatur. 1791-1793. Vol. 2.

Mscr. 6.

Persian poems with Arabic titles.

Poems

1.

as

written

an

19,1x14, 14,5x9,8.

instruction

to

daughter.

a

20 Lcav-es;

2.

Poems

Sa'^di(?). -Copied- by;

Author:

co'CCc d-'t

59.

W.

F.

political""^ contents.
Atrar,

from

Hezel

Lemnos
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1152/1738.

March

1807.

, (dy ^2)^ f

fA,
Mscr.

by

Description

rCLAwL

and

moral

of

Letter

of

a

khan

to

Marquis

Paulucci.

31x41

1

After 1807.
S~'
1
1”?^., commentary by Mustapha and a poem by Achmed Hassan.

ex/ ,

Mscr. 98.

34
dl,

' 1^11^ "-S'

2.Dschelal - Eddin's commentary on Borda's poem.
17 3?^avee-.
/rdd--,

Mscr. 99.

Hafiz. Poems. Divan. 912/1506.
DTvan-i

chadza

Hafiz-i

sirazi

Copied by: Morsed ibn Mohammed.

alaihu

ar-rahima.

160

(gazels

(lyric

(quatrains)

on

poems)

on

319

numbered

(fi

pages

unnumbered

8

pages;

rubaiyat

note

by

the

Estonian orientalist H. Udam, 1 March 1962)).

Mscr. 100.

Album of gazels by Iranian poets.

15th century.

Madzmua-i ghazalijat az suara-i furs.
Authors:
Chavali,

Husrav

Chadzu,

Salman,

Ismat,
and

Talib,

others.

TusI,

Dzami,

(A note by H.

sahi,

Amer

Bisati,

Kamal,
1

Udam,

Mavlana

Hafiz,

March

Amir

1962).

194 l^aves-j

Mscr.

175.

Jesus Christ's parable of the Good Shepherd,
from

German

into

Booklet

Persian.

in

translated
manuscript.

11 j^.ves.-

Mscr.

An

176.

appeal

to

Muslims

to

receive

Christianity.

In Persian (?)
25x80

1

Mscr.

177.

Collection

of

poems and

stories by Dzami

(1414-1492).

1581.

7 long poems.
Selsebet ez - geheb;
Sulaman and Absal;
Tohfat - el-ahrar;

Siibahat-el-abraz;
Jusuf and Suleicha;

Leila and Medschnun;
Chyzed - nameh Iskiendery.
230 ^av^as.

Mscr,

188.

iwo collections of Persian poems, tkuc-first onp without
. , .2,.
.
a
Cttlre,
the--- oth-er^- with---- a
title
Divan.
Author: Mat/lana>^?mid^7 —

96

Mscr. 304.

.

Majd - eddin Muhammed el-HuseinI Majdi Zeinat el-mejalis.
a. H. 1242.

(Persian lithography).
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